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We uncover a new non-ergodic phase, distinct from the many-body localized (MBL) phase, in
a disordered two-leg ladder of interacting hardcore bosons. The dynamics of this emergent phase,
which has no single-particle analog and exists only for strong disorder and finite interaction, is
determined by the many-body configuration of the initial state. Remarkably, this phase features the
coexistence of localized and extended many-body states at fixed energy density and thus does not
exhibit a many-body mobility edge, nor does it reduce to a model with a single-particle mobility
edge in the noninteracting limit. We show that eigenstates in this phase can be described in terms
of interacting emergent Ising spin degrees of freedom (“singlons”) suspended in a mixture with inert
charge degrees of freedom (“doublons” and “holons”), and thus dub it a mobility emulsion (ME). We
argue that grouping eigenstates by their doublon/holon density reveals a transition between localized
and extended states that is invisible as a function of energy density. We further demonstrate that
the dynamics of the system following a quench may exhibit either thermalizing or localized behavior
depending on the doublon/holon density of the initial product state. Intriguingly, the ergodicity of
the ME is thus tuned by the initial state of the many-body system. These results establish a new
paradigm for using many-body configurations as a tool to study and control the MBL transition.
The ME phase may be observable in suitably prepared cold atom optical lattices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-ergodic quantum systems have attracted much at-
tention in recent years due to rapid progress in a grow-
ing number of experimental systems including Rydberg
atoms [1–3] and interacting disordered systems such as
cold atoms [4–12] and trapped ions [13, 14] (see also [15]),
making possible a systematic study of their nontrivial
dynamical behavior. They are also of deep conceptual
interest in understanding the applicability of quantum
statistical mechanics to isolated systems. Non-ergodic
systems are exceptional in that they are fundamentally
incompatible with the laws of statistical mechanics and
generally do not relax to thermal equilibrium as de-
scribed by the Gibbs ensemble. It is well-known that non-
ergodicity arises in exactly solvable quantum integrable
models (similar to what happens in classical integrable
systems, e.g., the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam model [16–18]) due
to their extensive number of integrals of motion (see [19]
for a recent discussion). However, it is frequently be-
lieved that quantum integrability in a many-body system
is generally unstable to the addition of weak integrability-
breaking perturbations due to the absence of a quantum
analog of the KAM theorem (see also [20]). Thus, such
explicitly integrable quantum systems are not generic,
although the associated lack of thermalization has been
studied in carefully prepared laboratory experiments [21].
An alternative route to robust non-ergodicity has re-
cently emerged in the context of many-body localiza-
tion (MBL), which occurs in (presumably generic) in-
teracting quantum systems subject to quenched disor-
der [22–50]. It is well-established that the MBL phase
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possesses a robust and emergent integrability associated
with an extensive number of local integrals of motion
(LIOMs) [30, 31, 35, 39, 42–45]. This manifestation of
non-ergodicity represents a spectacular departure from
the laws of statistical mechanics (i.e. isolated interacting
quantum systems may not be thermal generically) as it
allows the possibility of spontaneous symmetry-breaking
and topological phase transitions even at infinite tem-
perature, i.e. for eigenstates with arbitrary energy den-
sity [51–63]. Despite the richness of the MBL phase itself,
most previous studies have focused on systems that ex-
hibit only two types of dynamical behavior: the fully
MBL phase with complete emergent integrability (i.e.
the number of LIOMs matches the number of degrees of
freedom) or the usual thermal ergodic phase that satisfies
the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [64–68]
and obeys the laws of statistical mechanics. The present
work introduces the possibility of an intriguing interme-
diate phase between the MBL and ETH phases, which
occurs at finite interaction and large disorder, and is
truly emergent in the sense that it has no single-particle
analog. The intermediate phase we find is qualitatively
different from other intermediate phases which have re-
cently been discussed in the MBL literature, as it is not
rooted in any mobility-edge physics (either single-particle
or many-body) or Griffiths physics of rare regions.
Intermediate phases that possess a single-particle [48,
49, 69, 70] or many-body [23, 36, 50] mobility edge rep-
resent possible non-ergodic phases with incomplete inte-
grability, but the existence of a many-body mobility edge
is still controversial [71]. However, studying this physics
experimentally is challenging; for example, probing the
critical energy or energy density of such an intermedi-
ate phase via quench dynamics requires the ability to























2FIG. 1. Schematic depiction of the mobility emulsion. The
solid black bonds represent entanglement between emergent
Ising spins (singlons) c.f. Fig. 2. (a) Above the critical dou-
blon/holon density, a typical eigenstate consists of a sparse
network of singlons suspended in a background of localized
doublons and holons. The system supports clusters of inter-
acting singlons, but these clusters are typically much farther
apart than their typical size, so that the network of singlons is
many-body localized. Processes admixing these clusters with
doublons and holons are far off resonance at strong disor-
der, and the “emulsion” is stable. (b) Below the critical dou-
blon/holon density, a typical eigenstate consists of a sparse
set of doublons and holons suspended in a thermalizing bath
of singlons. Doublons exchange energy with this bath and
undergo variable-range hopping (dashed bonds), thereby me-
diating the transport of charge.
Other models whose disorder respects continuous SU(2)
symmetries [72–75] have been argued to exhibit non-
ergodicity with incomplete integrability for small system
sizes, but it is likely that such systems ultimately undergo
thermalization at long times in the thermodynamic limit
due to the fundamental incompatibility of MBL and the
non-Abelian symmetry [58–60, 63, 74].
In this paper we report on the existence of a non-
ergodic intermediate phase that neither satisfies ETH
nor is fully MBL, but at the same time is not connected
with any many-body (or single-particle) mobility edge.
Rather, this phase is defined by the coexistence of lo-
calized and extended many-body states at fixed energy
density. We show that eigenstates of the system can be
described in terms of a mobility emulsion (ME), wherein
emergent interacting Ising spin degrees of freedom (de-
noted “singlons”) become suspended in a mixture with
inert charge degrees of freedom (denoted “doublons” and
“holons”), see Fig. 1. The disorder in this case acts as
a “surfactant” that stabilizes the singlon/doublon emul-
sion provided that the emergent doublon/holon density,
nDH, is sufficiently large. We argue that grouping eigen-
states by nDH reveals a transition, at a critical value n
∗
DH,
between localized and extended states that is absent as
a function of energy density. Thus, the ME phase, in
addition to requiring finite interaction and strong disor-
der, is configurationally controlled through the relative
singlon and doublon/holon densities in the initial state.
FIG. 2. Two-leg ladder with identical (mirror-symmetric) dis-
order potentials on the two legs. For strong disorder, mirror-
related sites that share one boson form emergent Ising spin
degrees of freedom (red arrows) suspended in a mixture of
doublons (doubly occupied rungs) and holons (empty rungs)
denoted by full and open circles, respectively.
We emphasize that the standard ETH and MBL phases
also exist in the system for small and large disorder, re-
spectively.
In eigenstates with sufficiently large doublon/holon
density, nDH > n
∗
DH, the sparse singlons interact weakly
and are frozen into paramagnetic configurations, remain-
ing MBL. In eigenstates with nDH < n
∗
DH, the enhanced
density of singlons strengthens their mutual interactions,
allowing the singlons to thermalize among themselves.
The thermal bath of singlons then mediates variable-
range hopping of the remaining dilute doublons and
holons, which interact and thermalize in turn.
These two cases can be distinguished sharply in an ex-
perimental setting by observing the dynamics of the sys-
tem following quenches from initial product states with
different values of nDH. Initial states with nDH > n
∗
DH
retain memory of the initial state at long times, while
initial states with nDH < n
∗
DH lose this memory. Re-
markably, this distinction can be made even in a fixed
disorder realization and for fixed Hamiltonian parame-
ters; one need only tune the doublon/holon density of
the initial state. This configuration-controlled localiza-
tion in an intermediate phase between ETH and MBL
leads to a new paradigm in the study and manipulation
of non-ergodic phases of matter.
To exemplify this paradigm, we focus on interacting
hardcore bosons in a two-leg ladder whose legs are subject
to identical disorder potentials, see Fig. 2. This system
can equivalently be viewed as a coupled pair of identi-
cal random-field XXZ spin chains. Here, the singlon and
doublon/holon states correspond to rungs of the ladder
that either host a single particle or are full/vacant, re-
spectively (see Fig. 2). Because the two legs have the
same disorder potential, the system possesses a Z2 mir-
ror symmetry that exchanges the legs of the ladder. As
we show below, in the MBL phase this symmetry can
break spontaneously, giving rise to “mirror-glass” order
in a nonzero fraction of states at nonzero energy den-
3sity. The mechanism behind this symmetry breaking was
studied recently [76] in a case involving a single chain
with mirror-symmetric disorder. In the current two-leg
ladder system, the mirror symmetry arises naturally by
virtue of the disorder being the same in the two indi-
vidual chains. Remarkably, the long-range mirror-glass
order that arises in the two-leg ladder (and in Ref. [76])
can occur only in states with a nonzero energy density
above (below) the ground (ceiling) states, which remain
symmetric throughout the MBL phase. This “inverse
freezing” effect is due to the fact that the ground state es-
sentially contains only doublons and holons, which trans-
form trivially under the mirror symmetry. Singlons,
on the other hand, carry nontrivial representations of
the mirror symmetry, but only become activated in ex-
cited states [76]. When a nonzero density of singlons
are activated, their mutual interactions drive the mirror-
symmetry-breaking transition. Unlike the case of disrete
non-Abelian symmetries [58–60, 63], in the ladder model
studied here there is no obstruction to having mirror-
symmetric MBL eigenstates at finite energy density in
which the singlons form a paramagnetic state. Indeed, as
one tunes the inter-leg hopping amplitude J⊥ at large dis-
order, we find that the MBL mirror-glass phase melts di-
rectly into the symmetric non-ergodic ME phase as shown
in the phase diagram of Fig. 3. Thus, the ME phase
requires finite interaction, large disorder, and strong in-
terchain hopping for its existence in the two-leg ladder
system. We mention here that, in addition to not having
a single-particle analog (e.g. no single-particle mobility
edge), the ME phase also has no single-chain analog as it
is driven explicitly by tuning the interchain hopping to
produce the appropriate singlon-holon-doublon dynamics
necessary for its existence.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Sec. II we introduce the model of the two-
leg ladder studied throughout. We present its infinite-
temperature phase diagram and discuss the numerical
diagnostics used to construct it. In Sec. III we derive
an effective singlon Hamiltonian using a Schrieffer-Wolff
transformation to systematically eliminate the longitudi-
nal hopping at large disorder. This allows us to charac-
terize and develop intuition for both the MBL and ME
phases, and to estimate the critical point that separates
them. In Sec. IV, we present further numerical results
characterizing the ME phase, showing in particular the
lack of a mobility edge as a function of many-body energy
density and the correlation between the degree of entan-
glement in an eigenstate and its doublon/holon density.
In Sec. V we consider the dynamics of local observables
following quantum quenches from various local-density
product states, which are readily preparable experimen-
tally. We find substantial qualitative differences in the
late-time behavior of local observables depending on the
initial value of the doublon/holon density. Discussion
and conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL AND PHASE DIAGRAM
We study hardcore bosons hopping on a disordered
two-leg ladder with a Z2 leg-permutation (mirror) sym-
metry. The Hamiltonian is given by






































Here, b†α,i/bα,i are boson creation/annihilation operators
on rung i and leg α = 1, 2, nα,i = b
†
α,ibα,i is the local
boson density, and L is the system length. We assume
the bosons interact strongly onsite and thus satisfy the
hardcore constraint nα,i(nα,i−1) = 0 with commutation
relations [bα,i, b
†
β,j ] = δijδαβ(1− 2nα,i), which allows one
to map the problem onto a pair of coupled XXZ chains.
The Hamiltonian H possesses a global U(1) symmetry
associated with conservation of total particle number and
a Z2 mirror symmetry M , which interchanges the leg
indices, 1 ↔ 2, and implies that the disorder in the two
legs is identical,
h1,i = h2,i ≡ hi. (2.1d)
We focus on the case of half filling (equivalently, on
the zero-magnetization sector of the XXZ ladder) with
periodic boundary conditions and consider independent
random onsite potentials hi drawn from a normal dis-
tribution with mean zero and standard deviation W/2
for i = 1, . . . , L. The mirror symmetry can be realized
experimentally in a number of ways, but perhaps the
simplest is to use a two-dimensional optical lattice sub-
ject to an additional longitudinal disorder potential and
a transverse confining potential supporting two minima,
see Fig. 2.
We performed an exact diagonalization study of the
model (2.1) at small system sizes. The numerically de-
termined infinite-temperature phase diagram of H as a
function of W and J⊥ is shown in Fig. 3. We devote the
remainder of this section to understanding this phase di-
agram and describing how it is obtained.
A. Qualitative understanding of the phase diagram
We begin by considering the limit of decoupled legs,
J⊥ = 0, where the phase diagram is easiest to under-
stand. In this case, the problem reduces to that of two
4Mobility
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FIG. 3. The dynamical phase diagram of Eq. (2.1) at ∆ = 0.5.
Here and in the remainder of the paper, we work in units such
that the intra-leg hopping amplitude J = 1. In addition to
the ETH and MBL phases, we find a new phase—the mo-
bility emulsion (ME)—that predominates at strong disorder.
We determine transitions using the mirror-glass order param-
eter qn [Eq. (2.4)] for the MBL/ME phase boundary line and
the doublon correlator pn [Eq. (2.6)] for the ETH/ME phase
boundary line. See Sec. II B for representative examples of
the exact-diagonalization data used to obtain the points on
the above phase diagram.
independent copies of the random-field XXZ chain, where
it is numerically established [24, 25, 27–30, 32–36, 38, 40–
42, 45–47] that the system undergoes a phase transition
from an ergodic phase to an MBL phase at a critical dis-
order strength. At finite J⊥, it is reasonable to expect
that the ergodic phase persists so long as the disorder
strength W is sufficiently weak. Eigenstates at nonzero
energy density remain mirror-symmetric in the ergodic
phase, since long-range order at nonzero temperature is
thermodynamically forbidden in one dimension [77–79].
We now turn to the MBL phase at J⊥ = 0. In this case,
the eigenstates on each leg can be labeled by suitably
dressed occupation factors, which constitute the eigen-
values 0 or 1 of the LIOMs n˜α,i. When the intra-leg
hopping J = 0, the local state on rung i can be written
as |n1,i, n2,i〉 ≡ |n1, n2〉i, with n1,2 = 0, 1; this yields four
states per rung. Of these four states, only two transform
nontrivially under the mirror symmetry M , namely the
“singlon” states
|1, 0〉i ≡ |↑〉i and |0, 1〉i ≡ |↓〉i, (2.2a)
which are degenerate because the disorder potential re-
spects M . Indeed, from Eqs. (2.1b) and (2.1d), one sees
that the singlon states do not couple directly to the dis-
order potential. In contrast, the mirror-symmetric “dou-
blon” and “holon” states,
|1, 1〉i ≡ |•〉i and |0, 0〉i ≡ |◦〉i, (2.2b)
respectively, are split in energy by an amount of order
W due to the disorder potential. Doublon and/or holon
states on distinct rungs i and j are thus far off-resonance
at large W , whereas nearby singlon states are split com-
paratively weakly by interactions ∆W . We emphasize
that singlons, doublons, and holons are only well-defined
(i.e., long-lived) degrees of freedom at strong disorder.
In the ETH phase, there is no meaningful distinction
among these degrees of freedom, as the local boson den-
sity on each rung is not approximately conserved, as it is
at strong disorder.
At strong disorder, the singlon states (2.2a) can thus
be viewed as local states of an effective spin-1/2 chain in
which the mirror symmetryM becomes an onsite Z2 sym-
metry (the doublons and holons, on the other hand, are
essentially inert) [76]. Crucially, this effective spin-1/2
chain is disorder-free at J = 0, since the disorder poten-
tial does not couple directly to the singlons. At small but
finite intra-leg hopping J  W , an effective interaction
is generated between these effective spin configurations,
due to the repulsion ∆ between neighboring particles,
and is randomly renormalized by the dressing of the oc-
cupation factors, ∆nα,inα,j → ∆˜ij n˜α,in˜α,j . In Sec. III,
we calculate the random corrections to the interaction en-
ergy in the limit of strong disorder, where perturbation
theory in J/W is controlled (up to rare-region effects).
These renormalized random interactions among singlons
lead to spontaneous breaking of the Z2 symmetry of the
effective singlon spin chain in eigenstates for which a fi-
nite fraction of the rungs occupy singlon states [76]. (As
mentioned earlier, these eigenstates are necessarily at fi-
nite energy density owing to the fact that the ground
and ceiling states consist overwhelmingly of doublon and
holon states on each rung.) The MBL phase at J⊥ = 0
thus breaks the mirror symmetry M by default, yield-
ing long-range mirror-glass order in typical eigenstates
at finite energy density.
Next we consider the fate of the decoupled-chain MBL
phase upon adding a finite interchain coupling J⊥. In
Sec. III, we show that this coupling induces a “trans-
verse field” in the singlon spin model, thereby enhancing
the quantum fluctuations of the singlons. If the trans-
verse field is much weaker than the random interactions
induced by the finite intra-leg hopping J , then we expect
that the system remains MBL and, furthermore, that
M remains spontaneously broken. However, if the quan-
tum fluctuations induced by the transverse field dominate
over the effective bond randomness in the interactions, lo-
calization is no longer guaranteed. Thus, as J⊥ increases
we expect MBL eigenstates with broken mirror symme-
try to give way to thermalizing eigenstates that necessar-
ily preserve the mirror symmetry. It is the thermaliza-
tion of singlons due to the interchain coupling that drives
the strong-disorder transition between the MBL mirror
glass phased at weak J⊥ and the ME phase at larger J⊥.
Furthermore, because the singlon bond randomness is in-
duced by virtual transitions between singlon and doublon
states (see Sec. III), it becomes weaker asymptotically
as the direct disorder strength W is increased; thus, we
expect the critical value of J⊥ at which the transition
takes place to decrease with increasing W , as observed
5in Fig. 3. At strong disorder, the phase diagram thus be-
comes dominated by the ME phase at nonzero J⊥. The
phase diagram for different finite values of interaction
(∆) and intra-leg hopping (J) is similar to Fig. 3.
We stress that the ME phase is not simply a reentrance
of the ergodic phase, where ETH holds in all eigenstates
at finite energy density; on the contrary, there is a sharp
transition between them, as we show below. Indeed, al-
though the singlons tend to delocalize as W is increased
at finite J⊥, the doublons and holons tend to localize
more strongly as they become further off-resonance with
the singlons and with each other. Thus, while eigenstates
in which singlons predominate tend to thermalize, eigen-
states in which doublons and holons predominate tend
to localize more strongly. This is perhaps suggestive of a
many-body mobility edge that separates the thermaliz-
ing states dominated by singlons from the localized states
dominated by doublons and holons. However, the term
“many-body mobility edge” presupposes the existence of
a critical many-body energy density that separates lo-
calized and extended states; this is not the case here.
Eigenstates in which all rungs of the ladder are occupied
by singlons generically arise in the middle of the many-
body spectrum, but eigenstates in which all rungs are
occupied by doublons or holons can arise at any energy
density. This suggests that there is no discernible tran-
sition between MBL and ETH eigenstates as a function
of energy density. (We will present vivid numerical proof
of this fact in Sec. IV.) Rather, we will argue in Sec. III
that there is a finite doublon/holon density n∗DH at which
a transition between thermalizing and localizing behavior
occurs. Generic eigenstates of the two-leg ladder consist
of a mixture of “hot” singlons and “cold” doublons and
holons, and their interconversion is heavily suppressed
by disorder. The singlons, doublons, and holons are thus
suspended in a mixture with one another, and configu-
rational properties of this mixture determine whether or
not an eigenstate is thermal or MBL. This is the essence
of the mobility emulsion.
B. Quantitative understanding of the phase
diagram
We now discuss the quantitative indicators used to cal-
culate the phase diagram shown in Fig. 3. Given the
discussion in the previous section, it is necessary to keep
track of the singlon and doublon degrees of freedom that
become stable excitations at strong disorder. In the MBL
mirror glass phase, both singlons and doublons/holons
are localized in space as the onsite boson density is ap-
proximately conserved. Moreover, the singlon “spin” de-
gree of freedom is frozen into a pattern of “magnetiza-
tion” that spontaneously breaks the Z2 mirror symmetry
M . The “spin state” (|↑〉i or |↓〉i) of each singlon can be
measured using the local polarization
σi = n1,i − n2,i, (2.3a)
which gives ±1 when acting on the state | ↑〉i or | ↓〉i,
respectively, and 0 when acting on the doublon (|•〉i) or
holon (|◦〉i) state. Note that the polarization σi is odd
under M . In the ME phase, the singlons delocalize in
the manner discussed in the previous section; however, a
finite fraction of all eigenstates contain localized doublons
and holons. One can keep track of whether rung i hosts
a doublon or holon using the local density
di = n1,i + n2,i − 1, (2.3b)
which gives ±1 when acting on the doublon and holon
states |•〉i and |◦〉i, respectively, and 0 when acting on
the singlon states |↑〉i and |↓〉i. Note that the number of
doublons must equal the number of holons in the system
at half filling. We will use these quantities to define two
indicators that distinguish the three phases in Fig. 3.
To keep track of the freezing of singlons in the MBL
mirror glass phase, we make use of the mirror-glass order
parameter defined in Ref. [76]. This order parameter is








The definition of qn is motivated as follows. At infi-
nite temperature, a generic eigenstate in the mirror-glass
phase has nonzero local polarization, 〈σi〉 6= 0, but the
sign of this polarization is generically random, so that∑
i〈σi〉 = 0. However, the squares of these expectation
values add coherently to yield qn > 0 for such states.
In this sense, qn is a faithful detector of spontaneous
mirror-symmetry breaking in a many-body eigenstate.
Such spontaneous symmetry breaking can only occur at
infinite temperature if a finite fraction of the eigenstates
are MBL. [However, the converse of this statement does
not hold since singlons can form symmetric (paramag-
netic) MBL states when their typical separation is large
and their mutual interactions are weak.] Thus, we also
take the presence of a nonvanishing infinite-temperature
expectation value of the mirror-glass order parameter as
evidence of MBL. Moreover, qn = 0 generically in the
ergodic phase, owing to the no-go theorems mentioned
in the previous section.
We plot the infinite temperature average of qn in Fig. 4
across the MBL-ME phase boundary (the horizontal blue
curve in Fig. 3) as a function of the inter-leg coupling
J⊥ for a representative choice of disorder strength W .
To compute it, we performed shift-invert exact diagonal-
ization to target states in the middle of the many-body
spectrum at system sizes up to L = 8 (i.e., for systems
containing as many as 2L = 16 sites). Results are aver-
aged over 50 energy eigenstates and at least 1250 disorder
realizations. In order to obtain clearer finite-size scaling,
we calculate qn for eigenstates in the zero-doublon/holon
sector. Eigenstates in this sector have the strongest ten-
dency to thermalize, as we will see in the next section.








which evaluates to zero in an eigenstate containing only
singlons, and which evaluates to one in an eigenstate con-
taining only doublons and holons. Once this postselec-
tion has been made, a clear finite size scaling collapse of
the quantity Lq is observed near the transition (see inset
of top panel of Fig. 4). The correlation-length exponent ν
obtained from this scaling collapse is approximately 2/3.
The critical inter-leg coupling J∗⊥ is estimated from the
crossing point of the finite-size curves: to the left of the
crossing, the quantity Lq scales to a finite value, while
to the right of the crossing, it scales to zero.
To probe the localization of doublons and holons at
strong disorder, which is characteristic of both the MBL







This correlator operates on a similar principle to the
mirror-glass order parameter (2.4), although it is defined
in terms of the operators di, which are even under the
mirror symmetry M . In particular, when finite, it indi-
cates that the eigenstate |En〉 contains a frozen pattern
of doublons and holons. In the ETH phase, the infinite
temperature average of pn, namely
∑
n pn/D, where D is
the Hilbert space dimension, is zero because doublons are
not generically stable at nonzero energy densities (with
or without interactions). We show this behavior in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4, where we show the infinite tem-
perature average of pn for system sizes L up to 7 (i.e.
for systems with up to 14 sites) as a function of the dis-
order strength W for a representative value of J⊥. We
obtain these data using full diagonalization and average
the results over at least 1250 disorder realizations. We
again obtain finite-size scaling collapse with a correlation-
length exponent ν ≈ 2/3 (see inset of bottom panel of
Fig. 4). In the ETH phase, we see that the quantity Lp
scales to zero with increasing L, while it grows with L in
the MBL phase and scales to a nonzero value. The cross-
ing point of the finite-size curves can again be used to
estimate the critical disorder strength W ∗ for the transi-
tion out of the ETH phase. We expect a weak dependence
of the critical parameters J∗⊥ and W
∗ (see Fig. 4) on the
interaction (∆) and intraleg coupling (J) strength. The
exponent ν is likely to be universal although its precise
value may necessitate more numerical studies beyond the
scope of the current work.
Ultimately, we use the mirror glass order parameter q
and the doublon correlator p to distinguish among the
ETH, MBL, and ME phases in Fig. 3 as follows. In the
ETH phase, neither q nor p scales to a finite value in the
thermodynamic limit—the system is thermalizing, so nei-
ther singlons, doublons, nor holons are stable degrees of
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FIG. 4. Representative plots of the mirror-glass order pa-
rameter (2.4) and the doublon correlator (2.6) used to de-
termine the horizontal and vertical phase boundary lines, re-
spectively, in Fig. 3. Top: The energy- and disorder-averaged
mirror-glass order parameter (2.4) in the zero doublon/holon
sector, rescaled by the system size L, at W = 4. For all data
shown we set ∆ = 0.5 and J = 1. The inset shows the scaling
collapse of the data near the transition point J∗⊥, for a ≈ 1,
ν ≈ 2/3, and J∗⊥ ≈ 0.049. The approximate location of the
transition is shown as a grey vertical line in the main plot.
Bottom: The infinite-temperature disorder-averaged doublon
correlator (2.6), rescaled by the system size L, at J⊥ = 0.1.
The inset shows the scaling collapse of the data near the tran-
sition point W ∗, for a ≈ 1, ν ≈ 2/3, and W ∗ ≈ 1.4.
freedom. In the MBL mirror glass phase, both q and p
scale to finite values. The singlons freeze and break M
spontaneously at infinite temperature, so that q is finite,
but the doublons and holons are also localized. Indeed,
the singlon polarization σi and the doublon density di
can be used to reconstruct the local densities nα,i on the
legs α = 1, 2, which are both approximately conserved
quantities and have finite overlap with the LIOMs in the
MBL phase. Finally, the ME phase is characterized by
q scaling to zero (due to the thermalization or paramag-
netism of singlons) while p scales to a finite value due to
the localization of doublons and holons. We emphasize
that the characterization of the three dynamical phases—
ETH, ME, and MBL—using the q and p parameters as
described above and shown in Fig. 4 is unique and com-
putationally tractable. A finite p value (“localized dou-
blons/holons”) along with a vanishing q (“thermalized or
paramagnetic singlons”) uniquely distinguishes the ME
phase from both the ETH and MBL phases. We provide
further numerical evidence for the thermalization of the
singlons in Secs. III, IV and V.
7III. SINGLON THERMALIZATION AND ITS
BREAKDOWN IN THE MOBILITY EMULSION
In this section, we derive an effective model that takes
explicit advantage of the approximate conservation of the
doublon/holon density (2.5) in the limit of strong disor-
der W  J, J⊥,∆. In this limit, all doublons and holons
in the system are strongly confined to their rungs and
can be considered completely frozen to first approxima-
tion. Indeed, any eigenstate in which each rung of the
ladder is occupied by a doublon or holon (i.e., nDH = 1)
is manifestly fully localized in this limit, since hopping
between legs is forbidden by Pauli exclusion and each leg
is assumed to be MBL in the decoupled limit J⊥ = 0.
However, since the singlons do not couple directly to
the disorder potential (due to the mirror symmetry), the
eigenstates in the all-singlon sector (i.e., nDH = 0) are
highly nontrivial. To determine the fate of such states
we derive an effective model for the singlon degrees of
freedom using a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. The re-
sulting model will give insight into the thermalization
of eigenstates in the all-singlon sector in the ME phase.
Furthermore, we will show that this thermalization is sta-
ble to the addition of a finite density of doublons and
holons. However, we will also argue that this thermal-
ization breaks down when the singlons are sufficiently
dilute and occupy a small but finite fraction of the rungs
of the ladder. This will lead us to hypothesize that there
is a critical doublon/holon density n∗DH above which the
system remains localized, and below which the system
thermalizes.
A. Effective singlon model
To derive an effective model for the singlons, we use
a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [80] to eliminate the







(b†α,ibα,i+1 + H.c.). (3.1)





[S, [S,H]] + . . . , (3.2a)
with the generator S chosen such that
Jˆ = [H0, S], (3.2b)
where
H0 = H − Jˆ −H⊥. (3.2c)
Working to second order in J , one then obtains
Heff = H0 +H⊥ +
1
2




which can now be projected into a sector with a fixed
configuration of doublons and holons. After projection,
the Hamiltonian for the singlons can be written in terms
of the effective Ising spin operators
σxi = |↑〉i〈↓ |i + |↓〉i〈↑ |i, (3.4a)
and
σzi = |↑〉i〈↑ |i − |↓〉i〈↓ |i, (3.4b)
which are defined in terms of the local singlon states
(2.2a). To zeroth order in the intra-leg hopping J , the
effective model is just the projection of H0 +H⊥, which













i+1 + δHeff . (3.5a)
Higher-order virtual processes are contained in δHeff ,
which is obtained by projecting 12 [S, Jˆ ] +
1
2 [S, [S,H⊥]] +· · · into a sector with a fixed configuration of doublons
and holons. For the remainder of this section we will
focus on the terms that arise in the zero-doublon sec-
tor; we will consider what occurs for singlons in a generic
doublon-holon background in Sec. III B.
In addition to the clean part of Eq. (3.5), there are vir-
tual processes that involve pairs of singlons transitioning
to doublon-holon pairs and back. Such processes are gen-
erated by the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation discussed
above and are the mechanism by which randomness en-
ters the effective model, as the intermediate doublon-
holon states depend explicitly on the disorder potential.
Keeping corrections to second order in J and first order
























where δhij = hi − hj ∼ W . We now see that as
the disorder strength W increases, the energy scales for
the effective randomness in δHeff , namely ∆J
2/W 2 and
J⊥J2/W 2, decrease rapidly. This implies that the ef-
fective singlon Hamiltonian Heff becomes cleaner the
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FIG. 5. Bipartite entanglement entropy in the effective model (3.5) describing states in the all-singlon sector nDH = 0. We fix
W = 10 and, as in Figs. 3 and 4, we work at ∆ = 0.5 and J = 1. At small J⊥ (blue curves) the entanglement entropy exhibits
a very weak dependence on system size and appears to saturate to a value of order log 2. At larger J⊥ (red curves), it increases
monotonically with system size. To obtain the dashed curves, a weak uniform “longitudinal field” h = J⊥/10, which breaks
the mirror symmetry M , was added. This field does not change the qualitative behavior, indicating that the ME phase is not
protected by mirror symmetry.
In the limit J⊥  ∆, where the phase diagram in
Fig. 3 resides, the effective model (3.5) can be under-
stood as a theory of weakly interacting domain walls
in a weak disorder potential. The transverse field con-
stitutes a kinetic term for the domain walls, while the
nearest-neighbor Ising interaction constitutes a potential
energy term that is disordered on the scale (J/W )2. The
next-nearest-neighbor Ising interaction can be viewed as
a density-density interaction for the domain walls; hence,
the effective singlon model cannot be mapped to one
of Anderson-localized free particles. Heuristically, one
expects that when the transverse field is much smaller
than the effective domain-wall disorder potential, i.e.,
J⊥  J2∆/W 2  ∆, the system remains fully localized
since the domain wall kinetic energy, of order J⊥, is insuf-
ficient to overcome the relatively large effective disorder
potential. However, in the range J2∆/W 2  J⊥  ∆,
the kinetic energy of the domain walls dominates and one
expects ergodic behavior at nonzero energy densities as
the domain walls begin to propagate and interact. As a
result, we predict the singlons to exhibit a localization
phase transition at strong disorder as a function of the
inter-leg coupling J⊥ at a critical value of order J2∆/W 2.
Note that this behavior is reflected qualitatively in the
phase diagram in Fig. 3, which was obtained by simu-
lating the full model (2.1): at sufficiently large disorder
strength W , the critical coupling J∗⊥ at which the mirror-
glass order is lost decreases as W increases.
Interestingly, the primary transport that arises due
to the thermalization of singlons is energy, rather than
charge, transport. This is because the singlons are actu-
ally quasidegenerate states of a single particle localized to
a rung of the ladder. Thus, charge transport is still heav-
ily suppressed at short times despite the thermalization
of the singlons. Ultimately, however, when the singlon
density in the initial state is sufficiently large we predict
slow charge transport to arise, as discussed in Sec. III B.
To further substantiate the claim that the all-singlon
sector indeed undergoes a localization transition as a
function of J⊥, we have performed an exact diagonal-
ization study of the effective model (3.5). This allows
us to reach system sizes up to L = 14, which is roughly
twice as large as those used to construct Fig. 3. We fo-
cus on our results for the bipartite entanglement entropy
SA, which is calculated by partitioning the system into
subsystems A and B of size L/2:
SA = −ρA log ρA, (3.6)
where ρA = trBρ and ρ is the density matrix of Heff . In
Fig. 5, we show the infinite-temperature average of SA
over the all-singlon sector as a function of system size L.
Our results are averaged over at least 20 disorder realiza-
tions, and error bars representing one standard error are
smaller than the plot markers. At small inter-leg cou-
pling, J⊥ = 10−4, the entanglement entropy exhibits a
very weak dependence on system size and appears to have
saturated to a small value of order log 2 by L = 14. This
is consistent with the expected area-law entanglement
scaling in the MBL phase. At larger interleg coupling,
J⊥ = 0.4, the entanglement entropy increases monoton-
ically with system size in an approximately linear fash-
ion, consistent with the volume-law scaling expected for
a thermalizing system.
We tested the stability of the area- and volume-law
regimes by adding a weak uniform longitudinal field to
Eqs. (3.5), such that




with h = J⊥/10, which weakly breaks the Z2 symme-
try of Heff . In the full model (2.1), this amounts to
weakly breaking the mirror symmetry by adding a uni-
form bias between the two legs of the ladder (up to small
random corrections to this bias that would result from
the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation). The results for this
case are plotted as dashed lines in Fig. 5. Evidently,
the area- and volume-law regimes are stable to breaking
9the underlying mirror symmetry of the problem; in fact,
the discrepancy between the two regimes is enhanced, as
may be expected due to the mixing of the symmetry sec-
tors. This provides evidence that the ME phase is not
a symmetry-protected phase and can exist even in the
absence of mirror symmetry (unlike the mirror-glass, by
definition).
B. Stability of the localized and thermalizing limits
So far, we have demonstrated with numerical and ana-
lytical evidence that the ME phase is characterized by full
MBL in the all-doublon/holon sector with nDH = 1, and
by thermalization in the all-singlon sector with nDH = 0.
We will now argue that these two extreme limits are sta-
ble to the addition of a finite density of singlons and
doublons or holons, respectively. This will lead us to the
hypothesis that the ME phase is characterized by the
existence of a critical doublon/holon density n∗DH below
which eigenstates thermalize, and above which MBL sets
in.
1. Stability of the localized limit
Consider an eigenstate in which the vast majority
of rungs occupy doublon/holon states, but that con-
tains a very sparse random distribution of singlons [see
Fig. 6(a)]. For an isolated singlon embedded in such a
localized background, we generically find a random renor-
malization of the inter-leg hopping that depends on the
local doublon-holon configuration. In particular, a spe-
cial case arises when a singlon is surrounded by only dou-
blons or by only holons. In this case the inter-leg hopping
in fact does not get renormalized, because in this sector
there is only one boson (or one hole) in the entire system
and the hardcore constraint becomes irrelevant. As a
result, the Hamiltonian in the single-particle sector com-
mutes with the inter-leg hopping term, Eq. (2.1c), and
leads to the conservation of H⊥, whose value is carried
and preserved by the boson as it hops. Since the eigen-
values of H⊥ cannot mix in the single-particle sector, the
local transverse hopping J⊥ does not get renormalized.
However, in every sector with two or more particles (or
holes) in the system, the term H⊥ is no longer conserved
because the transverse and longitudinal hopping terms do
not commute for hardcore bosons. This is an interaction
effect that leads to a weak renormalization of the inter-
leg tunneling amplitude that scales as δJ⊥ ∼ J⊥(J/W )2
when a singlon neighbors another singlon, cf. Eq. (3.5b).
However, when a singlon is surrounded by a doublon-
holon pair, e.g. as depicted in Fig. 6, the renormalization







FIG. 6. Schematic depiction of the localized and thermaliz-
ing limits discussed in Secs. III B 1 and III B 2. (a) Eigenstates
containing a sparse distribution of singlons remain localized
because the self-generated random field δJ⊥ is parametrically
stronger at strong disorder than the inter-singlon interaction
Jr, which arises at a higher order in perturbation theory when
the inter-singlon distance r is sufficiently large. (b) Eigen-
states containing a sparse distribution of doublons and holons
thermalize because the doublons and holons undergo variable-
range hopping mediated by the thermalizing bath of singlons.
A doublon absorbing energy E from the bath can hop a dis-
tance that scales as W/E, but the amplitude for this process
is exponentially suppressed by the decay of its wavefunction.
This leads to an optimal hopping distance and rate that is
calculated in the Appendix.
This renormalization can be calculated explicitly by us-
ing the generator (3.2b) to obtain the effective Schrieffer-
Wolff Hamiltonian (3.2a) to fourth order in J , and then
projecting into the space of states with singlons on the
appropriate sites. All lower-order corrections to J⊥ van-
ish identically. Intuitively, the extra factor of (J/W )2
in Eq. (3.8) as compared to Eq. (3.5b) results from the
price a doublon-holon pair must pay to fluctuate into and
out of a virtual singlon pair with at least one of the vir-
tual singlons neighboring the target singlon, which then
generates a random correction as in Eq. (3.5b).
The renormalized inter-leg hopping acts as a random
local transverse field applied to the singlon [see Fig. 6(a)]
that must compete with the mutual interactions between
the singlons. The interaction between the sparse singlons
arises at higher order in perturbation theory and decays
exponentially with their separation due to the strong lo-
calization of the doublons and holons that mediate the
coupling. Two singlons separated by a distance r expe-







see Fig. 6(a). Thus, when the average inter-singlon spac-
ing is sufficiently large this effective interaction is para-
metrically weaker than the random part of the “trans-
verse field,” Eq. (3.8). As a result, singlons in states
with a low (but finite) singlon density (corresponding to
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nDH near, but not equal to, one) are localized and para-
magnetic. This implies that the dynamics of an initial
density product state with a sufficiently small number
of singlons will show neither particle nor energy trans-
port. Such states will also respect mirror-symmetry since
the effective spins are polarized along the σx direction,
i.e., there is no mirror-glass order. This manifests it-
self dynamically as spin precession of singlons initialized
along the σz direction, which corresponds to uncorrelated
single-particle hopping between the two legs of the lad-
der. Thus, the localized sector is stable to the addition
of a small singlon density.
2. Stability of the thermalizing limit
We now turn to the opposite limit, considering the case
of a single doublon embedded in a sea of thermalizing
singlons [see Fig. 6(b)]. We shall see that the coupling
between the doublon and the singlons leads to singlon-
mediated hopping processes reminiscent of Mott variable-
range hopping (VRH) [81]. A key difference, however, is
that we must consider states for which the singlon bath
is at infinite temperature T . In the limit of strong dis-
order W  J⊥,∆, the singlon single-particle bandwidth
is narrow, so that individual excitations cannot mediate
hopping with large energy transfers of order ∼W . Thus,
the doublon must either hop to a faraway site that has
small energy transfer E ∼ J⊥,∆, or it must absorb an N -
particle excitation with higher energy NJ⊥ or N∆ ∼W .
The former (single-particle) process is limited by the de-
cay of the localized wavefunction with distance from the
initial site, while the latter (N -particle) process is lim-
ited by the smallness of the coupling between the doublon
and singlons, which suppresses the amplitude of the mul-
tiparticle resonance. As we show in the Appendix, the
competition between these processes leads to an optimal
hopping distance and rate which controls the mobility of
doublons. The optimal hopping rate is of the form
J∗ ∼ J e−α
√
W/∆, (3.10)
where α depends only weakly on J,W, J⊥, and ∆. At
large W , the optimal VRH rate is parametrically smaller
than J⊥ and ∆, which set the rate of energy transport
by the excitations of the thermalizing effective singlon
spin chain. At sufficiently low doublon/holon density
nDH, such singlon-mediated VRH leads to the motion
and subsequent interaction of doublons and holons in the
chain, thereby ultimately leading to slow diffusive charge
transport. Thus, the thermalized sector is stable to the
introduction of a small density of holons/doublons.
The fact that singlons carry energy and not charge in-
dicates that charge transport in the ME phase is heavily
suppressed at all timescales when nDH is zero. How-
ever, when the doublon/holon density is small but fi-
nite, charge transport is mediated via the VRH discussed
above. This suggests a parametrically large separation
of timescales for charge and energy transport when the
system is deep in the ME phase and the doublon/holon
density is low.
3. Critical doublon/holon density for localization
As the density of singlons is increased, the strength
of the interactions among them increases rapidly due to
the exponential nature of their effective coupling. We fo-
cus now on the regime where the clean component of the
transverse field J⊥ is much larger than the induced ran-
domness (in a zero-doublon background), ∆(J/W )2, so
that the zero-doublon sector is strongly thermalizing. We
want to estimate the critical doublon/holon density n∗DH
where the singlon delocalization transition takes place.
Starting from nDH ∼ 1, i.e., from a dilute set of sin-
glons, one expects that when their interaction becomes
comparable to the random component of the “transverse
field” (in a zero-singlon background), Eq. (3.8), then the
singlons will undergo the delocalization phase transition.
Inspecting Eq. (3.9), one sees that third-neighbor sin-
glons separated by doublon/holon sites interact with a
strength ∆(J/W )4, which is comparable to their random
field when J⊥ ∼ ∆. If the singlons are separated by a
further neighbor, their interaction is suppressed by an
additional power of J/W and becomes negligible com-
pared to the random field. This suggests that the critical
singlon spacing r ∼ 3 sites, corresponding to a critical
doublon/holon density n∗DH ≈ 2/3 when the system is
deep in the ME phase and J⊥ ∼ ∆W .
This simple estimate of n∗DH does not take into account
what happens in eigenstates in which clusters of several
singlons are separated by intervening regions of doublons
and holons. Any two such clusters interact to leading
order via a coupling of the form (3.9); the clusters ef-
fectively decouple when this interaction is smaller than
the minimum level spacing of the two clusters. Thus, the
critical separation between clusters depends on the clus-
ter size in a nontrivial way, and this dependence must be
taken into account in order to precisely determine n∗DH.
Furthermore, as the system is tuned towards the ETH
or mirror-glass phase transitions it is possible, if not
highly likely, that n∗DH deviates strongly from its value
deep in the ME phase. Near the mirror-glass phase, for
example, it is reasonable to expect n∗DH → 0 continu-
ously upon entering the MBL phase where all singlons
are localized. This is because the thermalizing singlon
states near the phase boundary are extremely fragile so
that adding even a small fraction of doublons and holons
would immediately lead to localization. Near the ETH
phase transition, however, the localized doublon/holon
states become fragile so that adding any fraction of sin-
glons leads to thermalization. This would imply n∗DH → 1
upon approaching the ETH phase boundary. We should
note that this speculation also does not take into account
the effect of rare configurations at fixed nDH in which
singlons are anomalously close together. Further stud-
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ies with larger systems will be required to reach more
definitive conclusions regarding the precise value of the
critical density discussed above, which we have argued is
generically finite and nontrivial 0 < n∗DH < 1 in the ME
phase. A precise determination of n∗DH is an important
future problem of interest, but our work establishes that
such an n∗DH exists in the ME phase.
It is interesting to note that the arguments above also
point to the existence of a critical value of nDH that sep-
arates eigenstates with and without mirror-glass order
in the MBL phase, although finite-size restrictions also
pose a challenge to confirming this idea numerically. In-
deed, interactions between singlons are the crucial ingre-
dient that drives the spontaneous Z2 mirror symmetry
breaking that gives rise to mirror-glass order, and their
strength must be compared to that of the local transverse
field to determine whether a given singlon remains para-
magnetic or participates in the long-range order. It is
important to stress in this case that the putative crit-
ical doublon/holon density for mirror-glass order does
not imply the presence of delocalized states in the many-
body spectrum; all states are localized in the MBL mirror
glass phase, and a finite fraction of them participate in
the mirror-glass order, as our numerical results in Sec. II
indicate. Any states that do not participate in the long-
range order are simply “paramagnetic” MBL states.
4. Analogy with MBL coupled to a heat bath
Finally, we note that one can make an analogy between
the above stability analysis of the localized and thermal-
izing limits and the problem of an MBL system coupled
to a heat bath [82–86]. In this analogy, one can view the
interacting singlons as the “bath” and the inert doublons
and holons as the “system” of interest. If nDH  1/2,
then there are many more singlons in the system than
there are doublons and holons. In this case, the many-
body density of states of the singlons is nearly continu-
ous and their many-body bandwidth is much larger than
that of the doublons and holons. In this case, the system
truly resembles the generic case of an MBL system cou-
pled to a heat bath, where it is known on general grounds
that the initially localized system will thermalize at in-
finite time [82, 83, 85]. However, if nDH  1/2, then
the “bath” contains many fewer degrees of freedom than
the system and can itself become localized due to their
coupling [84, 86].
The fascinating aspect of this problem in the context
of the ME phase is that the emergent parameter nDH
essentially tunes the “quality” of the thermal bath as a
function of the many-body configuration of an eigenstate.
When nDH  1/2, the singlon “bath” has a dense many-
body spectrum and can easily mediate thermalization via
the VRH process outlined in Sec. III B 2. Increasing nDH
degrades the quality of the bath until ultimately it is
incapable of thermalizing the system, and becomes local-
ized itself via the self-generated random field discussed
in Sec. III B 1.
IV. HILBERT SPACE STRUCTURE OF THE
MOBILITY EMULSION: ABSENCE OF A
MANY-BODY MOBILITY EDGE
The discussion in Sec. III indicates that it is the dou-
blon/holon density nDH, which is an emergent approxi-
mately conserved quantity at strong disorder, that con-
trols whether eigenstates are localized (nDH > n
∗
DH) or
thermalizing (nDH < n
∗
DH). This is in sharp contrast to
the case of a putative many-body mobility edge, where
localization is controlled by the many-body energy den-
sity , which is not an emergent quantity. This implies
that the ME phase is both sharply distinct from the ETH
phase as we have already argued, and from other possi-
ble intermediate phases with putative many-body mo-
bility edges. (In particular, unlike in several recently
studied incommensurate MBL models in the literature
[11, 48, 49, 69, 70], in the noninteracting limit our system
manifests no single particle mobility edge.) In this sec-
tion, we analyze this claim in further detail and present
additional numerical results on the full model (2.1) that
substantiate it.
To demonstrate the absence of a many-body mobility
edge in this model, we investigate the distribution of the
bipartite entanglement entropy SA defined in Eq. (3.6)
as a function of the many-body energy density . More
concretely, we perform full exact diagonalization of the
model (2.1) at L = 8 for 100 realizations of the disorder
and record SA and  for each eigenstate in each realiza-
tion. We choose a large disorder strength, W = 1000,
so that the discrepancy between the degree of localiza-
tion of the singlons and the doublons and holons is more
pronounced. We plot the results in a two dimensional-
histogram for two representative values of J⊥ in Fig. 7.
Deep in the MBL phase, at J⊥ = 10−8 [Fig. 7(a)], the
distribution shows that the entanglement entropy clus-
ters around two characteristic values, 0 and log 2, for any
energy density. This is to be expected, since at such
large disorder strengths states where nearly all rungs are
occupied by doublons or holons are essentially product
states, while states with more singlons, which sponta-
neously break the mirror symmetry, form many-body cat
states with entanglement log 2.
In contrast, for J⊥ = 0.4 [Fig. 7(b)], deep in the
ME phase, the distribution of the entanglement entropy
is much broader, encompassing values between 0 and
∼ 4 log 2. Indeed, in going from the MBL to the ME
phase a finite fraction of eigenstates are redistributed to
entanglement entropies larger than ∼ log 2, as one can
see by comparing the top panels in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).
Moreover, the largest values of the entanglement entropy
increase with system size, as shown in Fig. 9. How-
ever, these high-entanglement eigenstates coexist with
low-entanglement eigenstates at the same energy density,
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total % ⇡ 98
<latexit sha1_base64="bLRnkqJkna9ZXm7j0wMcVO3oCvU=">AAACDXicb VA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRKbxRCwkHAngrETbSwVjAnkQpjbTHTJ3u2xOyeGI/gT/BW2WtmJrb/Bwv/iJqbQ6IOBx5s3zMyLUiUt+f6HNzU9Mzs3v7BYWFpeWV0rrm 9cWZ0ZgTWhlTaNCCwqmWCNJClspAYhjhTWo97psF+/RWOlTi6pn2IrhutEdqUAclK7uBUS3lFOmkDxsDwIIU2NvuNH1Xax5Ff8EfhfEoxJiY1x3i5+hh0tsh gTEgqsbQZ+Sq0cDEmhcFAIM4spiB5cY9PRBGK0rXz0woCXndLhXW1cJcRH6s+JHGJr+3HknDHQjZ3sDcW9KIr3IgM9pP9szYy61VYukzQjTMT3zm6mOGk+jIZ 3pEFBqu8ICCPd2VzcgAFBLsCCyyOY/P4vudqvBH4luDgoHZ+Mk1lg22yH7bKAHbJjdsbOWY0Jds8e2RN79h68F+/Ve/u2TnnjmU32C977F6llm04=</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="bLRnkqJkna9ZXm7j0wMcVO3oCvU=">AAACDXicb VA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRKbxRCwkHAngrETbSwVjAnkQpjbTHTJ3u2xOyeGI/gT/BW2WtmJrb/Bwv/iJqbQ6IOBx5s3zMyLUiUt+f6HNzU9Mzs3v7BYWFpeWV0rrm 9cWZ0ZgTWhlTaNCCwqmWCNJClspAYhjhTWo97psF+/RWOlTi6pn2IrhutEdqUAclK7uBUS3lFOmkDxsDwIIU2NvuNH1Xax5Ff8EfhfEoxJiY1x3i5+hh0tsh gTEgqsbQZ+Sq0cDEmhcFAIM4spiB5cY9PRBGK0rXz0woCXndLhXW1cJcRH6s+JHGJr+3HknDHQjZ3sDcW9KIr3IgM9pP9szYy61VYukzQjTMT3zm6mOGk+jIZ 3pEFBqu8ICCPd2VzcgAFBLsCCyyOY/P4vudqvBH4luDgoHZ+Mk1lg22yH7bKAHbJjdsbOWY0Jds8e2RN79h68F+/Ve/u2TnnjmU32C977F6llm04=</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="bLRnkqJkna9ZXm7j0wMcVO3oCvU=">AAACDXicb VA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRKbxRCwkHAngrETbSwVjAnkQpjbTHTJ3u2xOyeGI/gT/BW2WtmJrb/Bwv/iJqbQ6IOBx5s3zMyLUiUt+f6HNzU9Mzs3v7BYWFpeWV0rrm 9cWZ0ZgTWhlTaNCCwqmWCNJClspAYhjhTWo97psF+/RWOlTi6pn2IrhutEdqUAclK7uBUS3lFOmkDxsDwIIU2NvuNH1Xax5Ff8EfhfEoxJiY1x3i5+hh0tsh gTEgqsbQZ+Sq0cDEmhcFAIM4spiB5cY9PRBGK0rXz0woCXndLhXW1cJcRH6s+JHGJr+3HknDHQjZ3sDcW9KIr3IgM9pP9szYy61VYukzQjTMT3zm6mOGk+jIZ 3pEFBqu8ICCPd2VzcgAFBLsCCyyOY/P4vudqvBH4luDgoHZ+Mk1lg22yH7bKAHbJjdsbOWY0Jds8e2RN79h68F+/Ve/u2TnnjmU32C977F6llm04=</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="bLRnkqJkna9ZXm7j0wMcVO3oCvU=">AAACDXicb VA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtRKbxRCwkHAngrETbSwVjAnkQpjbTHTJ3u2xOyeGI/gT/BW2WtmJrb/Bwv/iJqbQ6IOBx5s3zMyLUiUt+f6HNzU9Mzs3v7BYWFpeWV0rrm 9cWZ0ZgTWhlTaNCCwqmWCNJClspAYhjhTWo97psF+/RWOlTi6pn2IrhutEdqUAclK7uBUS3lFOmkDxsDwIIU2NvuNH1Xax5Ff8EfhfEoxJiY1x3i5+hh0tsh gTEgqsbQZ+Sq0cDEmhcFAIM4spiB5cY9PRBGK0rXz0woCXndLhXW1cJcRH6s+JHGJr+3HknDHQjZ3sDcW9KIr3IgM9pP9szYy61VYukzQjTMT3zm6mOGk+jIZ 3pEFBqu8ICCPd2VzcgAFBLsCCyyOY/P4vudqvBH4luDgoHZ+Mk1lg22yH7bKAHbJjdsbOWY0Jds8e2RN79h68F+/Ve/u2TnnjmU32C977F6llm04=</latexi t>
00
<latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd 4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd 4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd 4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd 4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit>
1
<latexit sha1_base64="oGgHAFlu/z2i9j10x5hWTTK7DBM=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8lLIRQY9FLx4r2A9o15Kk2TY02V2SWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMY4mSFnz/y1tZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTRunhosGj1Vs2oxaoWQkGiBBiXZiBNVMiRYb3WT91qMwVsbRPYwTEWg6iGQoOYVMIv4D6ZXKftWfAS8TkpMyylHvlb67/ZinWkTAFbW2Q/wEggk1ILkS02I3tSKhfEQHouNoRLWwwWR26xSfOqWPw9i4igDP1N8TE6qtHWvmnJrC0C72MrHCmK4wQ0cC/rN1UgivgomMkhRExOc7w 1RhiHGWAe5LIziosSOUG+nOxnxIDeXgkiq6PMji98ukeV4lfpXcXZRr13kyBXSMTtAZIugS1dAtqqMG4miIntELevWevDfv3fuYW1e8fOYI/YH3+QN/CpHW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oGgHAFlu/z2i9j10x5hWTTK7DBM=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8lLIRQY9FLx4r2A9o15Kk2TY02V2SWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMY4mSFnz/y1tZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTRunhosGj1Vs2oxaoWQkGiBBiXZiBNVMiRYb3WT91qMwVsbRPYwTEWg6iGQoOYVMIv4D6ZXKftWfAS8TkpMyylHvlb67/ZinWkTAFbW2Q/wEggk1ILkS02I3tSKhfEQHouNoRLWwwWR26xSfOqWPw9i4igDP1N8TE6qtHWvmnJrC0C72MrHCmK4wQ0cC/rN1UgivgomMkhRExOc7w 1RhiHGWAe5LIziosSOUG+nOxnxIDeXgkiq6PMji98ukeV4lfpXcXZRr13kyBXSMTtAZIugS1dAtqqMG4miIntELevWevDfv3fuYW1e8fOYI/YH3+QN/CpHW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oGgHAFlu/z2i9j10x5hWTTK7DBM=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8lLIRQY9FLx4r2A9o15Kk2TY02V2SWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMY4mSFnz/y1tZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTRunhosGj1Vs2oxaoWQkGiBBiXZiBNVMiRYb3WT91qMwVsbRPYwTEWg6iGQoOYVMIv4D6ZXKftWfAS8TkpMyylHvlb67/ZinWkTAFbW2Q/wEggk1ILkS02I3tSKhfEQHouNoRLWwwWR26xSfOqWPw9i4igDP1N8TE6qtHWvmnJrC0C72MrHCmK4wQ0cC/rN1UgivgomMkhRExOc7w 1RhiHGWAe5LIziosSOUG+nOxnxIDeXgkiq6PMji98ukeV4lfpXcXZRr13kyBXSMTtAZIugS1dAtqqMG4miIntELevWevDfv3fuYW1e8fOYI/YH3+QN/CpHW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oGgHAFlu/z2i9j10x5hWTTK7DBM=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8lLIRQY9FLx4r2A9o15Kk2TY02V2SWbGU/gWvevImXv07Hv wvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMY4mSFnz/y1tZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTRunhosGj1Vs2oxaoWQkGiBBiXZiBNVMiRYb3WT91qMwVsbRPYwTEWg6iGQoOYVMIv4D6ZXKftWfAS8TkpMyylHvlb67/ZinWkTAFbW2Q/wEggk1ILkS02I3tSKhfEQHouNoRLWwwWR26xSfOqWPw9i4igDP1N8TE6qtHWvmnJrC0C72MrHCmK4wQ0cC/rN1UgivgomMkhRExOc7w 1RhiHGWAe5LIziosSOUG+nOxnxIDeXgkiq6PMji98ukeV4lfpXcXZRr13kyBXSMTtAZIugS1dAtqqMG4miIntELevWevDfv3fuYW1e8fOYI/YH3+QN/CpHW</latexit>
2
<latexit sha1_base64="I20LH2IuFMLXlzmUEx3nEMe8oxc=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcJdELQM2lhGMB+QnGFvs5cs2d07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQ v/i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z84KYM21c98sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weQm63ceqdIskvdmGlNf4JFkISPYZJLnPtQH5Ypbc+dAq8TLSQVyNAfl7/4wIomg0hCOte55bmz8FCvDCKezUj/RNMZkgke0Z6nEgmo/nd86Q2dWGaIwUrakQXP190SKhdZTEVinwGasl3uZWA0CUQ0UnlDzn62XmPDKT5mME0MlW ewME45MhLIM0JApSgyfWoKJYvZsRMZYYWJsUiWbh7f8/Spp12ueW/PuLiqN6zyZIpzAKZyDB5fQgFtoQgsIjOEZXuDVeXLenHfnY2EtOPnMMfyB8/kDgJmR1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I20LH2IuFMLXlzmUEx3nEMe8oxc=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcJdELQM2lhGMB+QnGFvs5cs2d07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQ v/i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z84KYM21c98sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weQm63ceqdIskvdmGlNf4JFkISPYZJLnPtQH5Ypbc+dAq8TLSQVyNAfl7/4wIomg0hCOte55bmz8FCvDCKezUj/RNMZkgke0Z6nEgmo/nd86Q2dWGaIwUrakQXP190SKhdZTEVinwGasl3uZWA0CUQ0UnlDzn62XmPDKT5mME0MlW ewME45MhLIM0JApSgyfWoKJYvZsRMZYYWJsUiWbh7f8/Spp12ueW/PuLiqN6zyZIpzAKZyDB5fQgFtoQgsIjOEZXuDVeXLenHfnY2EtOPnMMfyB8/kDgJmR1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I20LH2IuFMLXlzmUEx3nEMe8oxc=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcJdELQM2lhGMB+QnGFvs5cs2d07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQ v/i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z84KYM21c98sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weQm63ceqdIskvdmGlNf4JFkISPYZJLnPtQH5Ypbc+dAq8TLSQVyNAfl7/4wIomg0hCOte55bmz8FCvDCKezUj/RNMZkgke0Z6nEgmo/nd86Q2dWGaIwUrakQXP190SKhdZTEVinwGasl3uZWA0CUQ0UnlDzn62XmPDKT5mME0MlW ewME45MhLIM0JApSgyfWoKJYvZsRMZYYWJsUiWbh7f8/Spp12ueW/PuLiqN6zyZIpzAKZyDB5fQgFtoQgsIjOEZXuDVeXLenHfnY2EtOPnMMfyB8/kDgJmR1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I20LH2IuFMLXlzmUEx3nEMe8oxc=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcJdELQM2lhGMB+QnGFvs5cs2d07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQ v/i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z84KYM21c98sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weQm63ceqdIskvdmGlNf4JFkISPYZJLnPtQH5Ypbc+dAq8TLSQVyNAfl7/4wIomg0hCOte55bmz8FCvDCKezUj/RNMZkgke0Z6nEgmo/nd86Q2dWGaIwUrakQXP190SKhdZTEVinwGasl3uZWA0CUQ0UnlDzn62XmPDKT5mME0MlW ewME45MhLIM0JApSgyfWoKJYvZsRMZYYWJsUiWbh7f8/Spp12ueW/PuLiqN6zyZIpzAKZyDB5fQgFtoQgsIjOEZXuDVeXLenHfnY2EtOPnMMfyB8/kDgJmR1w==</latexit>
3
<latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/jo X/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHECXLH5z iCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/jo X/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHECXLH5z iCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/jo X/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHECXLH5z iCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/jo X/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHECXLH5z iCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit>
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● ● ● ●
total % ⇡ 81









distribution of SA  1.1 log 2
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FIG. 7. Histogram of the bipartite entanglement entropy SA and many-body energy density  accumulated from every eigenstate
of 100 disorder realizations. The color scale indicates the log of the number of counts in each bin in order to make outliers more
visible. In both panels J = 1,∆ = 0.5,W = 1000 and L = 8 (16 sites). (a) In the MBL mirror-glass phase, the strong peaks of
SA near the values 0 and log 2 result from fully-localized paramagnetic states and symmetry-broken cat states, respectively. (b)
In the ME phase the distribution of entanglement entropy spreads out to much larger values, indicating a stronger tendency
towards thermalization. This is particularly evident for high-entanglement states near  ≈ 0.5 which coexist with the band
of localized states near SA ≈ 0. The strong increase of entanglement in the ME phase is not accompanied by a many-body
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3
<latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/ joX/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHE CXLH5ziCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/ joX/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHE CXLH5ziCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/ joX/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHE CXLH5ziCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7pEE4JSPEkx8QVirQFN0++NUbpA=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCloGbSwjmA9IzrC72UuW7O0du3NiOPIXbLWyE1v/ joX/xb3kCk18MPB484aZeTSWwoDrfjmFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DJRohlvskhGukOJ4VIo3gQBkndizUlIJW/T8U3Wbz9ybUSk7mEScz8kQyUCwQhkkuc+nPfLFbfmzoCXiZeTCsrR6Je/e4OIJSFXwCQxpuu5Mfgp0SCY5NNSLzE8JmxMhrxrqSIhN346u3WKT6wywEGkbSnAM/X3REpCYyYhtc6QwMgs9jKxSmlYpZqMOfxn6yYQXPmpUHE CXLH5ziCRGCKcZYAHQnMGcmIJYVrYszEbEU0Y2KRKNg9v8ftl0jqreW7Nu7uo1K/zZIroCB2jU+ShS1RHt6iBmoihEXpGL+jVeXLenHfnY24tOPnMIfoD5/MHgiiR2A==</latexit>
4
<latexit sha1_base64="DbmTxxSErJOe+5U1gVclGFzUDxo=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdBLQM2lhGMB+QnGF3M5cs2b07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQv/ i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z82gsuDau++UU1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVtHiWLQYpGIVJcSDYKH0DLcCOjGCoikAjp0cpP1O4+gNI/CezONwZdkFPKAM2IyyXMf6oNyxa25c+BV4uWkgnI0B+Xv/jBiiYTQMEG07nlubPyUKMOZgFmpn2iICZuQEfQsDYkE7afzW2f4zCpDHETKVmjwXP09kRKp9VRS65TEjPVyLxOrlMoqVWQC5j9bLzHBlZ/yME4MhGyxM0gENh HOMsBDroAZMbWEMMXt2ZiNiSLM2KRKNg9v+ftV0r6oeW7Nu6tXGtd5MkV0gk7ROfLQJWqgW9RELcTQGD2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsbAWnHzmGP2B8/kDg7eR2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbmTxxSErJOe+5U1gVclGFzUDxo=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdBLQM2lhGMB+QnGF3M5cs2b07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQv/ i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z82gsuDau++UU1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVtHiWLQYpGIVJcSDYKH0DLcCOjGCoikAjp0cpP1O4+gNI/CezONwZdkFPKAM2IyyXMf6oNyxa25c+BV4uWkgnI0B+Xv/jBiiYTQMEG07nlubPyUKMOZgFmpn2iICZuQEfQsDYkE7afzW2f4zCpDHETKVmjwXP09kRKp9VRS65TEjPVyLxOrlMoqVWQC5j9bLzHBlZ/yME4MhGyxM0gENh HOMsBDroAZMbWEMMXt2ZiNiSLM2KRKNg9v+ftV0r6oeW7Nu6tXGtd5MkV0gk7ROfLQJWqgW9RELcTQGD2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsbAWnHzmGP2B8/kDg7eR2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbmTxxSErJOe+5U1gVclGFzUDxo=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdBLQM2lhGMB+QnGF3M5cs2b07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQv/ i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z82gsuDau++UU1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVtHiWLQYpGIVJcSDYKH0DLcCOjGCoikAjp0cpP1O4+gNI/CezONwZdkFPKAM2IyyXMf6oNyxa25c+BV4uWkgnI0B+Xv/jBiiYTQMEG07nlubPyUKMOZgFmpn2iICZuQEfQsDYkE7afzW2f4zCpDHETKVmjwXP09kRKp9VRS65TEjPVyLxOrlMoqVWQC5j9bLzHBlZ/yME4MhGyxM0gENh HOMsBDroAZMbWEMMXt2ZiNiSLM2KRKNg9v+ftV0r6oeW7Nu6tXGtd5MkV0gk7ROfLQJWqgW9RELcTQGD2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsbAWnHzmGP2B8/kDg7eR2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DbmTxxSErJOe+5U1gVclGFzUDxo=">AAAB9nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdBLQM2lhGMB+QnGF3M5cs2b07dvfEcOQv2GplJ7b+HQv/ i3vJFZr4YODx5g0z82gsuDau++UU1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVtHiWLQYpGIVJcSDYKH0DLcCOjGCoikAjp0cpP1O4+gNI/CezONwZdkFPKAM2IyyXMf6oNyxa25c+BV4uWkgnI0B+Xv/jBiiYTQMEG07nlubPyUKMOZgFmpn2iICZuQEfQsDYkE7afzW2f4zCpDHETKVmjwXP09kRKp9VRS65TEjPVyLxOrlMoqVWQC5j9bLzHBlZ/yME4MhGyxM0gENh HOMsBDroAZMbWEMMXt2ZiNiSLM2KRKNg9v+ftV0r6oeW7Nu6tXGtd5MkV0gk7ROfLQJWqgW9RELcTQGD2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsbAWnHzmGP2B8/kDg7eR2Q==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="kImc8P5B/cL7W8pfakgZ5hQ/3gY=">AAACFnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJFCHciaClqkTKCUSEJYXczF5fs7h27c2I40vsT/BW2Wtm Jra2F/8VNTKGJDwYeb94wM4+nSjoMw89gZnZufmFxabmwsrq2vlHc3LpySWYF1EWiEnvDmQMlDdRRooKb1ALTXME1750N+9d3YJ1MzCX2U2hp1jUyloKhl9rF3SbCPeYdv8lKng1FmsR0QE07b1pNz6uDdrEUVsIR6DSJxqRExqi1i1/NTiIyDQaFYs41ojDFVs4sSqFgUGhmDlImeqwLDU8N0+Ba+eiXAd3zSofGifVlkI7U3xM50871NfdO zfDWTfaGYplzXeaW9QD/szUyjI9buTRphmDEz844UxQTOsyIdqQFgarvCRNW+rOpuGWWCfRJFnwe0eT30+TqoBKFlejisHRyOk5mieyQXbJPInJETkiV1EidCPJAnsgzeQkeg9fgLXj/sc4E45lt8gfBxzcsEJ9d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kImc8P5B/cL7W8pfakgZ5hQ/3gY=">AAACFnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJFCHciaClqkTKCUSEJYXczF5fs7h27c2I40vsT/BW2Wtm Jra2F/8VNTKGJDwYeb94wM4+nSjoMw89gZnZufmFxabmwsrq2vlHc3LpySWYF1EWiEnvDmQMlDdRRooKb1ALTXME1750N+9d3YJ1MzCX2U2hp1jUyloKhl9rF3SbCPeYdv8lKng1FmsR0QE07b1pNz6uDdrEUVsIR6DSJxqRExqi1i1/NTiIyDQaFYs41ojDFVs4sSqFgUGhmDlImeqwLDU8N0+Ba+eiXAd3zSofGifVlkI7U3xM50871NfdO zfDWTfaGYplzXeaW9QD/szUyjI9buTRphmDEz844UxQTOsyIdqQFgarvCRNW+rOpuGWWCfRJFnwe0eT30+TqoBKFlejisHRyOk5mieyQXbJPInJETkiV1EidCPJAnsgzeQkeg9fgLXj/sc4E45lt8gfBxzcsEJ9d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kImc8P5B/cL7W8pfakgZ5hQ/3gY=">AAACFnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJFCHciaClqkTKCUSEJYXczF5fs7h27c2I40vsT/BW2Wtm Jra2F/8VNTKGJDwYeb94wM4+nSjoMw89gZnZufmFxabmwsrq2vlHc3LpySWYF1EWiEnvDmQMlDdRRooKb1ALTXME1750N+9d3YJ1MzCX2U2hp1jUyloKhl9rF3SbCPeYdv8lKng1FmsR0QE07b1pNz6uDdrEUVsIR6DSJxqRExqi1i1/NTiIyDQaFYs41ojDFVs4sSqFgUGhmDlImeqwLDU8N0+Ba+eiXAd3zSofGifVlkI7U3xM50871NfdO zfDWTfaGYplzXeaW9QD/szUyjI9buTRphmDEz844UxQTOsyIdqQFgarvCRNW+rOpuGWWCfRJFnwe0eT30+TqoBKFlejisHRyOk5mieyQXbJPInJETkiV1EidCPJAnsgzeQkeg9fgLXj/sc4E45lt8gfBxzcsEJ9d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kImc8P5B/cL7W8pfakgZ5hQ/3gY=">AAACFnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJFCHciaClqkTKCUSEJYXczF5fs7h27c2I40vsT/BW2Wtm Jra2F/8VNTKGJDwYeb94wM4+nSjoMw89gZnZufmFxabmwsrq2vlHc3LpySWYF1EWiEnvDmQMlDdRRooKb1ALTXME1750N+9d3YJ1MzCX2U2hp1jUyloKhl9rF3SbCPeYdv8lKng1FmsR0QE07b1pNz6uDdrEUVsIR6DSJxqRExqi1i1/NTiIyDQaFYs41ojDFVs4sSqFgUGhmDlImeqwLDU8N0+Ba+eiXAd3zSofGifVlkI7U3xM50871NfdO zfDWTfaGYplzXeaW9QD/szUyjI9buTRphmDEz844UxQTOsyIdqQFgarvCRNW+rOpuGWWCfRJFnwe0eT30+TqoBKFlejisHRyOk5mieyQXbJPInJETkiV1EidCPJAnsgzeQkeg9fgLXj/sc4E45lt8gfBxzcsEJ9d</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="ykLaEcKDVf6qcoqguilnGgRjTHo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEY47CWgjBG 3EKoL5gOQIu5u5ZMnu3bm7J4SQwl9hq5Wd2PpTLPwvbpIrNPHBwOPNG2bm0URwbTzvy8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dho5TxaDOYhGrFiUaBI+gbrgR0EoUEEkFNOnwetpvPoLSPI7uzSiBQJJ+xEPOiLFScNvtJKASfIk9t9ItljzXmwEvEz8jJZSh 1i1+d3oxSyVEhgmiddv3EhOMiTKcCZgUOqmGhLAh6UPb0ohI0MF4dvQEn1ilh8NY2YoMnqm/J8ZEaj2S1DolMQO92JuKZUplmSoyBPOfrZ2a8CIY8yhJDURsvjNMBTYxnoaBe1wBM2JkCWGK27MxGxBFmLGRFWwe/uL3y6Rx5vqe699VStWrLJk8OkL H6BT56BxV0Q2qoTpi6AE9oxf06jw5b8678zG35pxs5hD9gfP5A1jKlQs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ykLaEcKDVf6qcoqguilnGgRjTHo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEY47CWgjBG 3EKoL5gOQIu5u5ZMnu3bm7J4SQwl9hq5Wd2PpTLPwvbpIrNPHBwOPNG2bm0URwbTzvy8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dho5TxaDOYhGrFiUaBI+gbrgR0EoUEEkFNOnwetpvPoLSPI7uzSiBQJJ+xEPOiLFScNvtJKASfIk9t9ItljzXmwEvEz8jJZSh 1i1+d3oxSyVEhgmiddv3EhOMiTKcCZgUOqmGhLAh6UPb0ohI0MF4dvQEn1ilh8NY2YoMnqm/J8ZEaj2S1DolMQO92JuKZUplmSoyBPOfrZ2a8CIY8yhJDURsvjNMBTYxnoaBe1wBM2JkCWGK27MxGxBFmLGRFWwe/uL3y6Rx5vqe699VStWrLJk8OkL H6BT56BxV0Q2qoTpi6AE9oxf06jw5b8678zG35pxs5hD9gfP5A1jKlQs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ykLaEcKDVf6qcoqguilnGgRjTHo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEY47CWgjBG 3EKoL5gOQIu5u5ZMnu3bm7J4SQwl9hq5Wd2PpTLPwvbpIrNPHBwOPNG2bm0URwbTzvy8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dho5TxaDOYhGrFiUaBI+gbrgR0EoUEEkFNOnwetpvPoLSPI7uzSiBQJJ+xEPOiLFScNvtJKASfIk9t9ItljzXmwEvEz8jJZSh 1i1+d3oxSyVEhgmiddv3EhOMiTKcCZgUOqmGhLAh6UPb0ohI0MF4dvQEn1ilh8NY2YoMnqm/J8ZEaj2S1DolMQO92JuKZUplmSoyBPOfrZ2a8CIY8yhJDURsvjNMBTYxnoaBe1wBM2JkCWGK27MxGxBFmLGRFWwe/uL3y6Rx5vqe699VStWrLJk8OkL H6BT56BxV0Q2qoTpi6AE9oxf06jw5b8678zG35pxs5hD9gfP5A1jKlQs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ykLaEcKDVf6qcoqguilnGgRjTHo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgEY47CWgjBG 3EKoL5gOQIu5u5ZMnu3bm7J4SQwl9hq5Wd2PpTLPwvbpIrNPHBwOPNG2bm0URwbTzvy8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dho5TxaDOYhGrFiUaBI+gbrgR0EoUEEkFNOnwetpvPoLSPI7uzSiBQJJ+xEPOiLFScNvtJKASfIk9t9ItljzXmwEvEz8jJZSh 1i1+d3oxSyVEhgmiddv3EhOMiTKcCZgUOqmGhLAh6UPb0ohI0MF4dvQEn1ilh8NY2YoMnqm/J8ZEaj2S1DolMQO92JuKZUplmSoyBPOfrZ2a8CIY8yhJDURsvjNMBTYxnoaBe1wBM2JkCWGK27MxGxBFmLGRFWwe/uL3y6Rx5vqe699VStWrLJk8OkL H6BT56BxV0Q2qoTpi6AE9oxf06jw5b8678zG35pxs5hD9gfP5A1jKlQs=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07HvwvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A 1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07HvwvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A 1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07HvwvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A 1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vfE5fBST5tY92q7HCku0Uu9FA4U=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KCUrgh6LXjxWsB/QriVJs21osrskWbGU/gWvevImXv07HvwvZts9aOuDgcebN8zMo4kUxmL85a2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLWbUoMlyLiDSus5O1Ec6Ko5C06usn6rUeujYijeztOeKDIIBKhYMRmko8fcK9UxlU8A 1omfk7KkKPeK313+zFLFY8sk8SYjo8TG0yItoJJPi12U8MTwkZkwDuORkRxE0xmt07RqVP6KIy1q8iimfp7YkKUMWNFnVMROzSLvUysUKoqVJMRt//ZOqkNr4KJiJLU8ojNd4apRDZGWQaoLzRnVo4dIUwLdzZiQ6IJsy6posvDX/x+mTTPqz6u+ncX5dp1nkwBjuEEzsCHS6jBLdShAQyG8Awv8Oo9eW/eu/cxt654+cwR/IH3+QN9e5HV</latexit>
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FIG. 8. Histogram of the bipartite entanglement and doublon/holon density nDH using the same data set and color scale as
in Fig. 7. The distribution of entanglement organizes into well-separated doublon/holon density bands labeled by quantized
values of nDH = 2k/L (L = 8 shown) with k = 0, 1, . . . , L/2 [see top panels of (a) and (b)]. (a) In the MBL phase the mean of
the distribution of SA in a given density band (red dots) grows with decreasing nDH but saturates to ∼ log 2 for nDH . 0.5. (b)
In the ME phase SA grows monotonically without saturating as nDH decreases. This indicates that the degree of localization
of a given eigenstate is configuration-controlled.
of .
In Fig. 8, we show the same data as in Fig. 7, but
binned as a function of the doublon/holon density nDH
rather than . At such strong disorder nDH assumes
sharply quantized values, as can be seen in the top panels
of Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). Once the data have been reor-
ganized in this way, a clear trend emerges. In both the
MBL and ME phases, states in the all-doublon/holon sec-
tor at nDH = 1 have nearly zero entanglement, and are
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FIG. 9. Average bipartite entanglement entropy SA in each
doublon/holon density sector at L = 6 and 8 (for L = 8, we
use the same data sets as in Figs. 7-8). Error bars represent
one standard deviation of the distribution of SA (horizon-
tal error bars are smaller than the point size). Top: In the
MBL phase SA saturates to log 2 for nDH . 1/2 and is in-
sensitive to the system size. Bottom: In the ME phase SA is
nearly independent of nDH for nDH ≥ 2/3 and increases with
decreasing nDH for nDH < 2/3. For nDH . 1/2, SA clearly in-
creases with L, suggesting delocalization below some critical
doublon/holon density.
age entanglement entropy in each eigenstate increases as
nDH is decreased from 1, but saturates once it reaches a
value near log 2. In contrast, in the ME phase, the en-
tanglement entropy does not saturate as nDH decreases.
Instead, the entanglement entropy increases monoton-
ically until nDH reaches 0 and the all-singlon limit is
achieved. Thus, in the ME phase there is a clear corre-
lation between the density of singlons and the entangle-
ment entropy: eigenstates containing more singlons have
substantially more entanglement on average than those
with fewer singlons.
In Fig. 9, we compare the data from Figs. 7 and 8,
obtained at L = 8, to data obtained at L = 6 with the
same parameters and 2000 disorder realizations. We plot
the means and standard deviations of the entanglement
distributions for each system size as functions of nDH in
both the MBL and ME phases. (Note that if we had in-
stead plotted the standard error, indicating convergence
of the mean of the distribution as a function of the num-
ber of samples, the error bars would be comparable to or
smaller than the size of the plot markers.) In the MBL
phase, the two entanglement-vs.-doublon/holon density
curves are nearly indistinguishable, consistent with the
expected area-law scaling. In the ME phase, the two
curves are indistinguishable for nDH & 1/2, and begin
to diverge from one another for nDH . 1/2. The entan-
glement growth as nDH decreases appears to be faster,
and the final mean value of SA at nDH = 0 markedly
higher, for the larger system. Furthermore, we observe
that SA appears to be independent of both L and nDH
for nDH ≥ 2/3, which may indicate that the singlons
“freeze out” above nDH ∼ 2/3, as argued heuristically
in Sec. III B 3. However, in order to test the predictions
of Sec. III B 3 more rigorously, it is necessary to consider
larger system sizes.
The data presented in this section serve as an impor-
tant consistency check on the picture of the ME phase
developed in Sec. III. However, by no means do they
constitute proof that there is a critical doublon/holon
density for localization in the ME phase. Indeed, fi-
nite size scaling at fixed nDH requires access to much
larger system sizes than are available to exact diagonal-
ization. Nevertheless, these data show that there is no
many-body mobility edge in the ME phase, but that in-
stead the emergent doublon/holon density controls the
(de)localization of eigenstates. Thus, eigenstate proper-
ties in ME phase are controlled by the many-body con-
figuration rather than the many-body energy density.
V. DYNAMICAL SIGNATURES OF THE ME
PHASE
In this section we discuss dynamics in the ME phase.
In particular, we consider how the dynamics after a quan-
tum quench depends on the choice of the initial state. We
take the initial states to be local density product states,
which are most relevant to ongoing experiments studying
non-ergodic dynamics. The defining dynamical feature of
the mobility emulsion is that particle and energy trans-
port depend strongly on the choice of initial configuration
of the system. For initial states with a subcritical dou-
blon/holon density, nDH < n
∗
DH, the system will show
thermalizing behavior due to the large fraction of inter-
acting singlons. For initial states with nDH > n
∗
DH the
singlons, doublons, and holons are frozen and remain lo-
calized in the initial configuration. By contrast, in the
ETH and MBL phases, a generic product state will in-
stead relax towards thermal equilibrium or remain local-
ized, respectively, regardless of the value of nDH in the
initial state.
This strong dependence of the quench dynamics on the
choice of initial product state is striking (and to the best
of our knowledge, never discussed before in the MBL lit-
erature) and provides a useful tool in the study of non-
ergodic dynamics in that the initial state can be used to
select the dynamical regime of interest. In this sense, the
physics of the ME phase can be qualitatively altered by
the appropriate tuning of the initial state! We demon-
strate this ability by studying the behavior of several
spatially averaged autocorrelation functions that sharply
distinguish the ETH, MBL, and ME phases.
We first consider the local density autocorrelation
14
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FIG. 10. Dynamics of the local density autocorrelator (5.1)
in the ETH (top), MBL (middle), and ME (bottom) phases
at J = 1,∆ = 0.5, and L = 8. In each case, we compare
the dynamics starting from two initial states: the all-doublon
state |• ◦ • ◦ • ◦ • ◦〉 and the all-singlon state | ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓〉.
In the ETH and MBL phases, the dynamics of the autocor-
relator does not depend on the choice of initial state; in the
former case, it quickly decays to zero, whereas in the latter
case it remains frozen near its initial value. In the ME phase,
however, the autocorrelator does not decay when the system
is initialized in the all-doublon state (similar to its behavior
in the MBL phase), while it does when initialized in the all-
singlon state (similar to its behavior in the ETH phase). Note
that the data for the MBL and ME phases were obtained us-
ing the same disorder realization—the only change in going
















where we have used the fact that the initial state is a
local density product state, so that the connected part of
the autocorrelator vanishes. C(t) probes the localization
of individual particles. Defined such that C(0) = 1, it re-
mains finite as t→∞ when particles remain confined to
their initial positions and tends to zero as t → ∞ when
particles are delocalized. The dynamics of C at L = 8
starting from an all-doublon and an all-singlon state are
shown in Fig. 10. In the ETH phase, C rapidly decays to
zero on a timescale of order 1/J irrespective of the initial
state. In the MBL phase, C remains frozen near its initial
value out to arbitrarily late times, again irrespective of
the initial state. However, in the ME phase, C remains
finite when the system is initialized in the all-doublon
state, while it decays on a timescale 1/J⊥ when the sys-
tem is initialized in the all-singlon state. This provides
evidence that the mobility of particles in the ME phase
is configuration-controlled, in sharp contrast to the ETH
and MBL phases, where the late-time dynamics of C is
independent of the choice of initial state.
Next, we consider autocorrelators that allow one to
probe separately the dynamics of the singlons and dou-
blons/holons contained in the initial state. We first define






where nS = 1 − nDH is the density of singlons in the
initial density product state, so that CS(0) = 1. We im-
plicitly assume nS > 0 when using CS and nDH > 0 when
using CDH defined below. With this normalization CS(t)
measures the fraction of singlons that remain in their ini-
tial configuration under time evolution. If one starts in
a configuration with only singlons, nS = 1, and the sin-
glons are localized (i.e. σi = ±1), then CS will remain
nonzero as t → ∞. Such dynamical behavior sharply
distinguishes the MBL phase from both the ETH and
ME phases, where the all-singlon state thermalizes and
CS decays to zero at late times. Such thermalization and
decay of CS is qualitatively similar in both the ETH and
ME phases, thus requiring at least one other measure to
distinguish the two.
The distinction between the ETH and ME phases can
be observed by studying the doublon/holon autocorrela-






Here CDH measures the fraction of the doublons and
holons that remain confined to their initial sites. This
measure also determines the charge transport of the sys-
tem when initialized in a mirror-symmetric charge den-
sity wave (CDW) state. In the MBL phase neither dou-
blons nor holons propagate, and in this case CDH will
remain close to its initial value as t → ∞. In the
ETH phase CDH will generically decay to zero due to the
spreading of charge. However, in the ME phase the late-
time behavior of CDH is instead determined by the initial
configuration and will show either localized or thermal-
izing behavior depending on the value of nDH in the ini-
tial state. For example, in the all-doublon/holon sector,
nDH = 1, the system is fully localized in the ME phase
and any initial CDW will survive indefinitely under time
evolution (just as in the MBL phase). In the ETH phase,
however, a generic CDW will thermalize rapidly. The
doublon/holon autocorrelation function CDH thus sharply
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FIG. 11. Dynamics of the moving average of the imbalance
CS as a function of J⊥ at J = 1,∆ = 0.5, and L = 7. The
data shown were generated using a single disorder realization
at W = 6. The initial state is taken to be the all-singlon
configuration | ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓〉. In the MBL phase J⊥ . 0.03 the
imbalance has a nonzero late time average, while in the ME
phase, J⊥ & 0.03, the late time average vanishes.
phases and, in combination with the singlon autocorrela-
tion function CS, allows the three phases to be uniquely
determined.
In Figs. 11–12 we plot the moving time average of the
singlon and doublon/holon autocorrelators, defined for







In Fig. 11 we show the behavior of CS starting from a fixed
all-singlon configuration for various values of J⊥ at large
W where only the MBL and ME phases exist. At small
transverse hopping, J⊥ < J∗⊥, one sees that the late-time
value of CS(t) converges to a nonzero value due to singlon
localization that arises in the MBL phase. Beyond a crit-
ical value J∗⊥ ≈ 0.03 the system enters the ME phase andCS decays to zero at late-times, indicating a thermaliz-
ing state in the all-singlon sector, nS = 1. This behavior
is consistent with the data in Figs. 8-9 that shows the
entanglement growing with every singlon added to the
system at nDH = 0. Near the transition (J⊥ = 0.01), the
timescale on which CS(t) converges becomes much longer
than it is when the system is deep in either phase.
To distinguish the ETH and ME phases, in Fig. 12 we
plot the doublon-holon autocorrelation function starting
from a fixed doublon CDW initial state. The data are
taken at a fixed transverse hopping strength where only
the ETH and ME phases exist. We fix a random disorder
configuration at W = 6.0 (the same one used in Fig. 11)
and globally rescale it to vary its strength W ; this drives
the system through the ETH to ME transition. At strong
disorder the system is in the ME phase and the CDW is
dynamically stable. As one lowers the disorder strength
the late-time average of CDH is reduced until it vanishes
upon reaching the critical point. Below the critical dis-
order strength the CDW melts at late times, indicating
behavior consistent with the ETH phase. At W = 2,
near the transition W ∗ ≈ 1.4 shown in Fig. 3, the the
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FIG. 12. Dynamics of the moving average of the imbal-
ance CDH as a function of disorder strength at J = 1,∆ =
0.5, J⊥ = 0.14, and L = 7. The initial state is taken to be the
all-doublon/holon configuration |•◦•◦•◦•〉. To investigate the
dependence of the late-time average of CDH on the disorder
strength, we fix the disorder potential to be the one used in
Fig. 5, and globally rescale it to change the effective value of
W . In the ME phase, W & 1.4, the imbalance has a nonzero
late-time average, while in the ETH phase, W . 1.4, the late
time average vanishes. The gray horizontal indicates the value
1/L = 0.14 . . . , below which the late-time average should be
viewed as indistinguishable from zero. Note that the parame-
ters and disorder potential used for the purple curve at W = 6
coincides with those of the purple curve in Fig. 11; the only
difference between the two curves (besides the quantity being
measured) is the initial state used.
it is when the system is deep in either phase, similar to
what is observed near the transition in Fig. 11.
We emphasize that the dynamical data shown in
Figs. 10–12 further exemplify a defining feature of the ME
phase, namely that the dynamics of the system is local-
ized when the system is prepared in an all-doublon/holon
initial state, and thermalizing when the system is pre-
pared in an all-singlon initial state. By strong contradis-
tinction, in the MBL phase both of the two states studied
(as well as generic states) remain localized, while in the
ETH phase both states thermalize (see Fig. 10). The
fact that two distinct diagnostics, namely, CS and CDH,
are needed to uniquely characterize the ME phase makes
perfect sense since the ME phase shares properties of
both ETH and MBL phases in a configuration-dependent
(tuned by nDH) manner, necessitating two separate cor-
relators to distinguish it from the ETH and MBL phases.
In fact, any intermediate phase in any situation is likely
to require two distinct diagnostics to distinguish it from
both ETH and MBL phases whereas ETH and MBL
phases themselves can be distinguished by one diagnos-
tic.
We should note that when the singlons are in a para-
magnetic state, as occurs when singlons are sufficiently
dilute, they localize along the σx-direction and in this
case CS(t) will show oscillations associated with singlons
initialized in a σzi eigenstate precessing about the local σ
x
field of strength ∼ J⊥ (see Sec. III). To see localization in
this case, one should first perform a pi/2 rotation about
the σy-axis on the singlons in the initial σz-basis product
state to obtain a σx-basis product state. [Note that here
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we are talking about the spin axes of the emergent singlon
spin states; the hardcore bosons we consider are spinless.]
After evolving the state with the Hamiltonian (2.1), one
performs an additional pi/2 rotation before measuring in
the σz-basis. In this way, one will effectively measure the
dynamics of σxi starting from a σ
x
i product state, which
will remain localized under time evolution for a param-
agnetic singlon state. It is interesting to note that the
necessary pi/2 rotation of the singlons around the σy-axis
can be achieved in situ in a system of hardcore bosons.
Starting from a deep lattice, such that hopping is sup-
pressed both within and between the legs, one can first
apply the inter-leg hopping Hamiltonian H⊥ for a time
pi/(2J⊥), which enacts a pi/2 rotation about the σx-axis
for the singlons and does nothing to the doublons and
holons. Subsequently, one can turn on a bias of the form
h
∑
i(n1,i−n2,i) for a time pi/(4h), which performs a pi/2
rotation about the σz-axis for the singlons and again does
nothing to the doublons and holons.
Our arguments in Sec. IV suggest that the qualita-
tively distinct dynamical behavior of the ME phase, il-
lustrated in Figs. 10–12, persists away from the special
limits nDH = 0 and nDH = 1. However, due to se-
vere finite size restrictions imposed by exact diagonal-
ization, we are not able to see a sharp transition between
these two behaviors upon changing nDH in dynamical
or eigenstate properties. This is primarily due to the
strong quantization of nDH that arises for small systems
at half-filling (i.e. nDH cannot be tuned continuously
like J⊥ or W ), c.f. Fig. 8. It would be very interesting
to implement another method, e.g. the recently devel-
oped time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) [87–
90], that can study dynamics in larger systems where the
sensitive dependence of the dynamics on the initial value
of nDH can be seen explicitly. This would also potentially
allow one to observe the drastic separation of charge and
energy transport discussed in Sec. III B 2, which is not
visible in the small systems studied here. This issue is
also coupled to an accurate determination of the criti-
cal n∗DH itself, requiring future studies using much larger
system sizes.
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
A. Summary
In this paper we have proposed a new non-ergodic
phase of matter—the mobility emulsion. It has the pe-
culiar property of neither satisfying ETH nor being fully
MBL, and as such is an intermediate phase; indeed, in
Sec. II, we presented numerical evidence that it is sepa-
rated from both phases by a phase transition, and is thus
sharply distinct. It is characterized by
1. the coexistence of localized and thermalizing eigen-
states at fixed energy density (and thus manifests
no mobility edge),
2. the emergence of a parameter, the doublon/holon
density nDH in the case of the model (2.1), that can
be used to label eigenstates and that determines
whether they exhibit localized or thermalizing be-
havior, and
3. the ability to select the dynamical behavior follow-
ing a quantum quench by initializing the system in
many-body configurations with different values of
this emergent parameter.
The ME phase of the model (2.1) provides a striking ex-
ample of a quantum system with robust and incomplete
emergent integrability, wherein the number of integrals of
motion (here represented by the emergent dressed dou-
blons and holons) is a nonzero, but nonunity, fraction
of the total number of degrees of freedom. Thus, it is
neither ETH nor MBL, but is a distinct new phase. As
discussed in Secs. III and IV, this feature has a natu-
ral explanation and characterization in terms of many-
body configurations labeled by the doublon/holon den-
sity nDH. Morever, the strong configuration dependence
of the quench dynamics examined in Sec. V enables one
to selectively access various dynamical regimes by ini-
tial state preparation. This suggests a new paradigm in
which the choice of initial state can be used as a tool to
study and manipulate non-ergodic disordered phases of
matter. This paradigm could be implemented, e.g., in
systems of cold atoms, trapped ions, or Rydberg atoms,
as long as a system with the appropriate hierarchy of
energy scales can be engineered.
Quite apart from possible experimental realizations,
which should be possible since the system we study is
equivalent to two coupled XXZ spin chains, the ME phase
is of considerable fundamental interest, explicitly demon-
strating that the presence of hopping, disorder, and in-
teraction could lead to sufficient dynamical frustration
in a quantum system so as to produce only partial emer-
gent integrability so that the resultant phase, depending
on its internal configurations, may, even at infinite tem-
perature, be neither an ergodic metal nor a non-ergodic
insulator. The fact that such a phase could arise without
the physics of mobility edge playing any role is indeed
extremely intriguing.
B. Discussion and Outlook
Although various aspects of the ME phase have been
studied and characterized numerically and analytically
in this work, some important properties remain yet to
be fully characterized. Perhaps the most notable is the
critical doublon/holon density n∗DH that separates local-
ized from thermalizing states. While we have argued for
the existence of a nontrivial critical point, 0 < n∗DH < 1,
its precise location is difficult to extract using exact di-
agonalization due to severe finite size restrictions. We
do, however, establish the stability of the localized and
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thermalizing limits of the ME phase to small changes in
nDH.
On the other hand, analytical attempts to determine
n∗DH are challenging due to the presence of rare region
effects, the importance of which is well-appreciated but
that are notoriously difficult to address [71, 91–95]. In
our setup, rare regions of weak disorder can influence
the form of the effective singlon Hamiltonian (3.5) by
locally admixing singlon and doublon states. Such re-
gions are statistically rare for W  J (where we find
the ME phase—see Fig. 3) and are not expected to qual-
itatively modify the phase diagram as compared to the
case of a quasiperiodic potential where rare regions are
absent. Even in the latter case, however, rare configura-
tions with anomalously high local singlon density could
play an important role near the critical doublon/holon
density. (The effects of similar rare configurations may
have been observed experimentally in Ref. [9].) Con-
sequently, it would be highly desirable to implement a
numerical method, such as the TDVP [87–90], that not
only captures rare region effects but also allows one to
access substantially larger system sizes where the dou-
blon/holon density quantization is less prominent. Such a
future work could also help to better pin down the critical
density n∗DH. Moreover, using such a method one might
be able to observe the strong separation of timescales for
energy and charge transport, the latter being associated
with the slow variable-range hopping of doublons and
holons. This physics should be directly visible in a suf-
ficiently large experimental system with on-site density
resolution and a long particle lifetime.
One intriguing aspect of the model studied here is that
it resembles the Fermi-Hubbard model in a transverse
field. In this analogy, the two legs of the ladder represent
the spin-up and spin-down states of spin-1/2 fermions on
a single chain. The doublons and holons of the resulting
model are those of the usual Fermi-Hubbard model, and
the singlon states on a rung correspond to the spin states
of a fermion on a singly occupied site. However, because
of the form of Eq. (2.1), there is no SU(2) spin-rotation
symmetry, even for J⊥ = ∆ = 0. This breaking of SU(2)
symmetry lifts the obstruction to localization [58, 74], ul-
timately leading to the mobility emulsion. In the bosonic
language, the interaction between particles on the same
leg (or spin state) is hardcore, i.e. U↑↑ = U↓↓ = ∞,
while the interaction between particles on opposite legs
vanishes, U↓↑ = 0. The breaking of SU(2) symmetry
thus arises not only from the transverse hopping J⊥,
which can be viewed as a homogeneous transverse field in
spin space, but also from the spin-anisotropic interactions
that further break conservation of spin U(1) symmetry
associated with rotations about the transverse-field axis.
This feature represents a crucial difference from the
Fermi-Hubbard model, which always preserves a spin
U(1) symmetry in the presence of a uniform field. The
similarity to the Fermi-Hubbard model nevertheless pro-
vides an additional starting point and guiding principle
in the search for and engineering of systems that may
harbor the ME phase. There is particular motivation
to use such a broken SU(2) Fermi-Hubbard prescription
for the laboratory observation of the ME phase since re-
cent experimental work has been able to study the Fermi-
Hubbard model with single-site resolution in optical lat-
tices [96–98].
A more promising route to experimentally observing
the separation of singlon and doublon dynamics in the
ME phase would be to implement the disordered Bose-
Hubbard model on a two-leg ladder in a quantum gas
microscope. This model should exhibit qualitatively sim-
ilar physics when the hardcore constraint is softened by a
finite on-site repulsion U <∞; a nearest-neighbor inter-
action like ∆ can then be generated via fluctuations into
and out of intermediate states with double occupancies.
A recent experiment by Lukin et al. [12] has shown the
feasibility of this setup for studying entanglement in a
single-leg disordered Bose-Hubbard model, while Kauf-
man et al. [7] studied the clean Bose-Hubbard model on
the two-leg ladder with single-site resolution. By com-
bining these techniques, one could prepare and directly
image the nonergodic dynamics of singlons and doublons
that can be controlled exclusively by the initial state.
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Appendix: Derivation of the optimal doublon
variable-range hopping rate
We consider the variable-range hopping of a doublon
embedded in a thermalizing background of singlons. The
coupling between the doublon and singlons is easiest to
derive when the inter-leg hopping J⊥ is either much
smaller or much greater than the nearest-neighbor in-
teraction ∆. In both cases, we work in the limit W 
J, J⊥,∆, so that the doublons and holons are strongly lo-
calized and the effective disorder for the singlons is very
small.
1. Domain-wall limit
We first consider the limit J⊥  ∆. In this limit,
the domain walls of the singlon “spin” configurations are
good quasiparticles. In this case, the doublon can anni-
hilate a domain wall with amplitude J⊥ because the for-
mer acts essentially as a hard boundary at large disorder
W  J . Denoting a domain wall creation/annihilation
18






f†i fi (ai + a
†
i ), (A.1)
where f†i /fi is a doublon creation/annihilation operator











where k labels the domain-wall momentum and we ne-
glected the weak disorder-dependent terms. In addition
to the domain wall Hamiltonian, we have the localized
doublon Hamiltonian written in the basis of (exponen-















αfα′ (ai + a
†
i ), (A.4)
where ψi,α is the wavefunction of a localized state α.
The coupling (A.4) shows that domain wall absorption
or emission leads to transitions between distinct local-
ized states whose amplitude decays exponentially (due
to the decay of ψi,α) with the separation from the site
of absorption i. At the same time the typical energy
difference between states α, α′, h˜α − h˜α′ ∼ W , is much
larger than the energy of a single domain wall, ∼ ∆. To
find the optimal transition rate we first find the transi-
tion amplitude for a process involving an energy transfer
E < W .
Starting from some site i, we can estimate the dis-
tance r required before finding another site with prob-
ability O(1) within the energy window hi ± E/2 to be
r(E) ∼ W/E [see Fig. 6(b)]. In order for the dou-
blon to gain or lose energy E, it must absorb or emit
N(E) ∼ E/∆ domain walls. This requires going to Nth
order perturbation theory in Hint, leading to an effective







where ξ is the doublon localization length. At strong
disorder ξ ∼ 1/ log(W/J)  1. The factor N(E) in the
denominator of Eq. (A.5) stems from the fact that the
energy difference grows linearly in each order of pertur-
bation theory, and we used the approximation n! ' nn.
Optimizing J(E) over E leads to an optimal hopping rate












In the limit J⊥  ∆, the domain walls are no longer
good quasiparticles, but the local spin projections onto
the x-axis, |→〉i and |←〉i, are. Such “spin flips” have a










where k is the spin-flip momentum and s†k/sk are spin-
flip quasiparticle creation/annihilation operators. The





ij(k−k′) f†j fj s
†
ksk′ , (A.8)
with dimensionless form factor gk,k′ whose precise struc-
ture we neglect in the following estimate of the effective
doublon hopping amplitude. In each scattering process
the doublon can acquire a maximal energy of ∆ from
the spin excitations scattered across the Brillouin zone
from k = 0 to k′ = pi or vice versa. The multiparticle
scattering process that absorbs energy E  ∆ acquires
a structure similar to Eq. (A.5) and thus gives rise to an








Optimizing over energy E leads to the hopping rate











The result Eq. (A.10) can be obtained from Eq. (A.6)
upon the substitution J⊥/2 → ∆ due to the difference
between the interaction Hamiltonians (A.4) and (A.8).
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